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Whisker: in pictures
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Overview

Whisker_logo_for_manual.tif

Whisker is
installed under
Windows.

Start_Menu_With_Whisker.bmp

You run the
Whisker server
(which talks to the
hardware) and
Whisker clients
(which implement
behavioural
tasks), together
with other
programs in
Windows.

AltTab_Key.BMP
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Hardware

Whisker supports
a wide range of
hardware,
including digital
I/O devices from a
range of
manufacturers…

… touchscreens
via the Touch-
Base UPDD
drivers and any
serial port
supported by
Windows…

… any sound card
supported by
Windows (also
allowing the
splitting of a
single stereo
device into two
mono sound
devices)…

WhiskerServer_ConfigureAudioDevices.bmp

WhiskerServer_AudioDeviceSummaryView.bmp
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… any video card
supported by
Windows,
including
multimonitor
cards…
… and serial ports
used as digital I/O
devices.

Serial_9Pinlabels.BMP

Whisker uses the
Touch-Base
UPDD driver to
communicate with
touchscreens from
any manufacturer
supported by
UPDD.

UPDD_v3_Devices.bmp

Whisker uses the
Windows
multimonitor
facility to drive
multiple monitors
(with touchscreen
attached, if
desired).

Windows_ConfigureMultimonitor.bmp
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WhiskerServer_ConfigureDisplays.bmp

WhiskerServer_ConsoleViewOfLargeDisplay.bmp

Whisker allows
you to manipulate
the on/off state of
digital
input/output lines
directly to test
your equipment,
and to watch the
state of all lines
(or all lines being
used by a
particular task) as
tasks are running.

WhiskerServer_LineStatusView_SelectingALine.bmp

Whisker monitors
its own
performance,
taking care to aim
for 1 kHz
hardware polling
(1 ms temporal
resolution) while
never consuming
more than 50% of
CPU time. WhiskerServer_Performance.bmp
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Clients

Whisker uses a
client–server
architecture.

Whisker_software_schematic.bmp
Whisker tasks
typically write
their data direct
to an ODBC-
compatible
database.

Principles_of_ODBC.BMP
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The Whisker
Database
Manager
simplifies the use
of ODBC-
compatible
databases (such as
Microsoft Access).

DatabaseManager_Main.bmp

Stimuli can be
drawn using any
of the Windows
drawing
primitives,
through a simple
interface.

Windows_GDI_drawing.BMP
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The Whisker
Visual Basic
Software
Development Kit
makes the process
of developing
Whisker tasks
easy.

Tutorial1_NewProject.bmp

Tutorial1_FormLoad.bmp

Tutorial2_Licker_UI_2.bmp

LineClaim_SDKMethod.bmp

LineReadState_SDKMethod.bmp

LineSetState_SDKMethod.bmp
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Whisker uses a
high-speed text-
based network
communication
system. A test
client allows you
to explore what
happens behind
the scenes.

WhiskerTestClient.bmp

Clients can assign
names to
individual
input/output (I/O)
lines.

WhiskerServer_ClientAliasesForLines.bmp

Communication
between the client
and the server can
be monitored for
debugging a new
client.

WhiskerServer_ClientCommsLog.bmp

For visual
displays, clients
can manage
several
documents, each
showing different
content, and
choose which

WhiskerServer_ClientDocumentSummary.bmp
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document to show
to the subject.

The server can be
used to monitor
what any subject
is seeing.

WhiskerServer_ClientIndividualDisplay.bmp

The server allows
many clients
(tasks) to run
simultaneously,
and allows you to
keep an eye on all
of them.

WhiskerServer_ClientSummaryView.bmp

Clients can
display things on
a screen, respond
to touchscreen,
mouse, and
keyboard events,
play sounds, turn
devices on and off,
and create timers.

WhiskerServer_ClientTimerEvents.bmp

Whisker provides
advanced
debugging
features, including
the facility of
‘fake’ devices
(digital I/O, audio
devices, etc.),
allowing you to
write tasks and
test them on
computers that do
not have digital
I/O installed.

WhiskerServer_ConfigureFakeLines.bmp
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Existing tasks

Tasks written for
Whisker to date
include some of
the most popular
in their class
worldwide,
including
MonkeyCantab…

MonkeyCantab_Parameters.bmp

MonkeyCantab_GeneralParams.bmp
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MonkeyCantab_DMTS_Screenshot2.bmp

MonkeyCantab_SWMrunning.bmp

MonkeyCantab_VDS_Screenshot.bmp
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MonkeyCantab_5C_5wayscreenshot.bmp

… second-order
schedules of
reinforcement…

SecondOrder_Params.bmp
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SecondOrder_NiceExample.bmp

… the Seeking–
Taking Task…

SeekTake_Params.bmp
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… simple
schedules of
reinforcement…

SimpleSchedules_Parameters.bmp

… delayed
reinforcement
choice tasks…

ImpulsiveChoice_Params.bmp
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… the Five-Choice
Serial Reaction
Time Task…

FiveChoice_Parameters.bmp

… and many
more.


